WHAT’S NEW IN
QUIZXPRESS 4(.1)
We are happy to announce the availability of a new major QuizXpress
release. This document describes what’s new in this version.

Overview of new
features in QX4/4.1
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QuizXpress Studio enhancements
Improved User Interface
QuizXpress Studio now has a modern, more productive user interface, based on the Microsoft ribbon
concept.

New video formats
Now, when inserting a video, you can use all common file formats such as WMV, MOV, FLV, MP4, AVI
etc. (Note that the ability to actually decode the video still depends on the presence of the correct
CODEC’s hence we still advise to install the Windows 7 CODEC pack). In the properties grid, the
details of the inserted video are shown:
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Also you can now use real time video effects like ‘Mosaic’ to slowly reveal the contents of a video
over time.

Also you can now set the start- and end time of the video.
Improved picture effects
While in QuizXpress 3 effects were present, they were not processed gradually (each second a new
image appeared). Effects are now ‘smooth’, they run gradually over time now.

You can now apply various static effects to a picture.
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Speech item
Now you can insert a speech item onto a slide. This works similar to a sound item. You can set the
text to speak and configure some properties like the voice to use, the speed etc. One application of
speech is to read aloud a song text and have the audience guess the song. Note that this functionality
is using the Windows speech infrastructure. The availability of voices in your local language depends
on your Windows configuration.

New text shape
Text can be added to a slide and their behavior is much like normal shapes (e.g. you can make the
text appear after the question is finished)
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The visibility of the text-shape can be controlled just like for the other shapes so that you can for
example make it appear after the question finished.

Sound item speed and pitch control
For sound items you can now control pitch and speed independently (and let them change during the
countdown). Also, you can now control the volume.
Ribbon controls for sound:

Or by using the property grid
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Various new graphical styles for your slides

And many more themed styles are available.
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New type of Wager question
Wager questions now also support betting points instead of percentages of your points. This enables
you to create Jeopardy style questions.

Find
‘In which question did I use that text fragment again ?’ You can now find text easily in your quiz.
New licensing system
QX4 includes a new more flexible and more secure licensing system. Activation is done online and
keys are stored in the cloud. Users can self-manage their keys (must be online) and can move licenses
between computers without intervention of Game Show Crew.
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QuizXpress Live enhancements
QuizXpress Director (Pro and Ultimate licenses only)
One of the biggest extensions in this version is the new QuizXpress Director. Director gives you great
control over the quiz show. You can dynamically add players, swap keypads, launch a video or sound,
launch a mini game plugin, see what everyone is answering, see and control all the quiz questions
and so on. Director is enabled in Quiz Setup:

When checked, Director will automatically open on the opposite screen of the main quiz window.
You can also open Director at any time by typing ‘D’ on the keyboard.

Plugins
An exciting extension to QuizXpress is the capability to dynamically incorporate new functionality by
means of ‘plugins’. Plugins are small software modules that can be installed on an existing
installation. Examples of plugins are: mini-games (for example horserace, a multiplayer card game
etc.), audience response modules (for example a ‘karaoke’ ranking module), special hardware
controllers (like a MIDI light controller) etc. Plugins are controlled from Director.
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Six modules are currently available, of which four can be bought in our online shop.
Performance rating module (free plugin)
A module that allows the audience to give points to one of the other participants who is doing a
performance.

Clock module (free plugin)
A module that shows the current time on the screen or counts down for a specified amount of time.
To be used during breaks of the quiz.
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Card game
A card game where the audience needs to survive several cards by correctly predicting the next card
(red/black or higher/lower) to gain points.

Cups and balls
A cups and ball game (also known as the shell game) where the audience needs to guess under which
cup a ball is located after shuffling the cups. Points or prizes can be won with this game.

Wheel of fortune
Spin the wheel and win a prize or points! Lots of configuration options.
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Horserace
A full 3D virtual horserace that allows the audience to bet on a horse and gain points based on the
outcome of the race. Includes customizable billboards along the track.

QuizXpress Buzzers, Buzzer Poles & Virtual Keypad

In this version a lot of new cool input devices have been added:
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QuizXpress Buzzers that are a great addition for fastest finger rounds (they also support
multiple choice ABCD input)
QuizXpress Sparkle and Luminous Buzzer poles. Take your quiz events ‘to the max’ by using
our LED buzzer pillars and cocktail tables.
QuizXpress Score boards. Show players scores on digital score boards.

Also introduced in QuizXpress 4 are QuizXpress Virtual Keypads, a software keypad that can be used
for easy testing or, when on a LAN, to provide input from different PC’s

You can configure these devices in Quiz Setup, a new virtual keypad can be spawned from Studio, in
the Tools menu.

Quiz Setup enhancements
Multiple configuration files
One of the things that were hard to manage in QX3 was having different settings and switching
between them. In QX4 you can now have multiple settings and easily switch between them. Local
setting files (in the quiz directory) are no longer supported as this was often a cause for confusion.
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End of Question actions
You can now control what exactly happens when a question is finished. Each time the quizmaster
clicks ‘OK’ on his remote control, one step is executed. So for example now you can control when to
show the correct answer building more suspension in the game

Improved group behavior
You can now configure how grouped keypads behave. For example for a voting question, you can
make QuizXpress accept only the first response from a group of keypads or you could accept all the
responses and sum the points etc.
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Other enhancements/developments
In Studio it is now possible to change the Z-order of elements on the slide so you can control what
appears in front of what:

In Studio there are now controls to make elements smaller/bigger in fixed steps. This also works for
multiple selected items.

There is a new layout with six pictures so you can fully benefit the six keys on our keypads:

QuizXpress 4 has a new installer that supports in/place upgrading, eliminating the need to manually
uninstall the old version first.
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QuizXpress 4 has internally been upgraded to Microsoft .NET version 4, opening new capabilities for
future developments.
We have also developed the components that make it possible to easily distribute quiz content. For
example you can use this to publish weekly quizzes to a network of subscribing pubs. Contact us for
more information.

Is this all ?
No, this is not all. There are several other enhancements which are described in the release notes of
QuizXpress. Check it out!
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